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Interviewee name and title: Geoffrey Jackson 
 
 
Interviewee DOB and place of birth: 24th November 1936, Sutton, Surrey.  
Interviewee occupation: Teacher/lecturer 
Book group(s) attended: Putney 
 
 
Date(s) of recording: 21st May 2015  
Location of recording: Putney  
Interviewer: Amy Tooth Murphy 
Duration(s): 01.23.39 
Summariser: Alison Chand 
 
Copyright/Clearance: 
 
Key themes: Family, education, books, reading, illness, work, reading groups, 
cultural value, literature, teaching, literary theory, middle/old English.  

All books and authors mentioned (those discussed for >20 seconds in bold): 
Charles Dickens, Hard Times 
H. G. Wells, The War of the Worlds, The Invisible Man 
William Shakespeare, Hamlet 
Arthur Ransome, Swallows and Amazons 
Joyce Lankester Brisley, Milly-Molly-Mandy 
Alexandre Dumas, The Three Musketeers 
W. E. Johns, Biggles 
Rupert annuals 
Richmal Crompton, Just William 
Angela Brazil 
Radio Fun 
Tiger Tim 
The Beano 
Paul Mason, The Cupboard Under the Stairs 
Kathleen Winsor, Forever Amber 
Walter Scott, Ivanhoe 
H. Rider Haggard, King Solomon’s Mines, Montezuma’s Daughters 
Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales 
James Joyce, Ulysses, Finnegan’s Wake, Dubliners 
Ezra Pound 
The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 
Bede, Ecclesiastical History of the English People 
F. R. Leavis 



William Wordsworth, Lucy poems, Ecclesiastical Sketches 
Lewis Carroll 
D. H. Lawrence 
Sigmund Freud 
John Carey, What Good are the Arts? 
Helen Macdonald, H is for Hawk 
Richard Flanagan, The Narrow Road to the Deep North 
C. J. Sansom 
Ruth Rendell  
Barbara Vine 
Enid Blyton 
The Guardian 
The Observer 
The Times 
Jules Verne 
Ursula Le Guin, The Left Hand of Darkness, Earthsea 
T. S. Eliot, Prufrock, The Waste Land 
Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
William Blake 
AE Housman 
Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace 
Marcel Proust 
Laurence Sterne, Tristram Shandy 
Samuel Beckett 
Noel Coward, Private Lives 
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice 
Mark Haddon, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time 
 
Interviewer/Summariser comments: 
Part one of two 
 
00:00:00 Introduction to interview, interviewee introduces himself as 

having academic interests, comments on teaching career, interest 
in writing, birth in Sutton, clarification of date of birth, comments 
on family origins, parents’ origins, parents’ reasons for moving 
between areas.  

00.02.00 Remarks on parents’ occupations, father’s work as commercial 
traveller, then confectionary buyer at Harrods, mother’s work in 
accounts department at Harrods, mother stopping work until 
children in teens, re-entering part time work as school dinner 
lady.  

00.02.50 Comments on younger sister, relationship with sister.  
00.03.20 Remarks on books not being major part of family life, book shelf 

with set of Charles Dickens, set of H. G. Wells, William 
Shakespeare set, comments on parents acquiring then selling 
books. Remarks on reading some book sets as child, reading H. G. 
Wells stories during illness.  

00.04.20 Remarks on parents’ reading interests, mother’s interest in ‘light 
romantic fiction’, going to library to get books for mother, 
librarian selecting books for mother. Comments on grandfather’s 
interest in Dickens/crime stories, father’s lack of interest in 



books.  
00.05.20 Comments on own genetic interest in reading, discovering 

Hamlet at school (William Shakespeare), watching film twice, 
writing own version of Hamlet. 

00.06.00 Remarks on memories of being read to by mother, listening to 
Children’s Hour, reading Swallows and Amazons (Arthur 
Ransome), reading Milly-Molly-Mandy (Joyce Lankester Brisley) 
in air raid shelter at school, enjoying maps in books.  

00.07.00 Further comments on school reading, The Three Musketeers 
(Alexandre Dumas), finding book exciting.  

00.07.30 Comments on learning to read mainly at school.  
00.07.40 Remarks on interest in boys’ annuals, interest in trains, reading 

Biggles (W. E. Johns), Rupert annuals, continued interest in 
Rupert.  

00.08.10 Remarks on staying with grandfather and aunt between ages of 
ten and thirteen (1946-1949), aunt’s collection of girls’ school 
books by Angela Brazil, interest in reading girls’ school books, 
familiarity of stories, sense of community with set 
conventions/rules in books, enjoyment of reading about 
‘scrapes’.  

00.09.00 Comments on reading Just William (Richmal Crompton), remarks 
on not perceiving Angela Brazil books as primarily for girls.  

00.09.30 Remarks on sister’s reading, sister reading comics, comments on 
own reading of comics, reading Radio Fun, Tiger Tim. Remarks on 
reading comics at hospital treating scarlet fever, reading The 
Beano.  

00.10.10 Comments on father’s absence in army for much of childhood, 
mother’s encouragement in education, going with mother to local 
library. Description of local library building in Ewell, library not 
having children’s section. Remarks on interest in reading about 
history as child.  

00.11.30 Remarks on reading restrictions as child, The Cupboard Under the 
Stairs (Paul Mason), Forever Amber (Kathleen Winsor), reading 
mother’s books when in house alone, comments on hiding behind 
sofa to read some scenes from Shakespeare, not reading much 
‘difficult’ material.  

00.12.30 Comments on performance as school pupil, being given into 
trouble, not being good at maths, disruption of illness at primary 
school, performing reasonably well at school. Remarks on 
enjoyment of literature, English lessons, being made to read a 
book per week, write comments on books. Remarks on reading 
Ivanhoe (Walter Scott), King Solomon’s Mines, Montezuma’s 
Daughter (H. Rider Haggard) [phone rings]. Remarks on views of 
Ivanhoe, interest in character names, playing at jousting, interest 
in historical aspect of book.  

00.14.50 Comments on original intention for career in classics, becoming 
interested in middle and old English, remarks on well stocked 
nature of school library. Comments on feeling rebellious at 
school, wanting to read different things to other people, reading 
under desk at school, reading Geoffrey Chaucer, only reading The 
Canterbury Tales at school, taking own reading further, 
comments on correcting English master, slacking in other 
subjects, being self taught in Chaucer. Remarks on 
encouragement from sixth form English teacher.  



00.17.20 Comments on getting into university to study English, getting in 
because of translation of Latin verse, work in classics, studying at 
Cambridge, slacking off in work at university. Comments on 
parents’ support for educational decisions, school 
encouragement for modern languages over classics.  

00.19.00 Remarks on being secretary of library committee at school, 
arguing for incorporation of Ulysses, Finnegan’s Wake (James 
Joyce) in library, headmaster not allowing choices. Comments on 
first encountering James Joyce, becoming interested in 
modernism, interest in Ezra Pound, trying not to over-analyse 
books. Comments on continued interest in modernism, writing 
modernist material. Brief mention of Dubliners.  

00.21.40 Comments on reading for pleasure at university, not reading 
much fiction, reading technical material, course books, historical 
books. Comments on set texts on courses, The Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle, Ecclesiastical History of the English People (Bede).  

00.22.40 Remarks on progress of career, degree structure at Cambridge, 
further comments on studies of Anglo-Saxon material, studying 
English, further remarks on not working hard, criticising tutors, 
sitting in on F. R. Leavis’s seminars, not attending own classes, 
continued interest in old English, Norse material. Remarks on 
going to German university in Munster to study Germanic 
languages, getting job teaching English in Germany.  

00.25.10 Comments on getting PhD from Birkbeck, getting job at 
Rickmansworth grammar school to make ends meet, headmaster 
disapproving of beard. Comments on problems with discipline, 
applying for lectureship on completion of PhD, going to work at 
London Polytechnic, working at London Polytechnic, taking early 
retirement in 1986.  

00.27.20 Remarks on writing since retiring, interest in writing about 
William Wordsworth, initial interest in Wordsworth in Germany, 
visiting locations associated with Wordsworth, Grasmere, US, 
publishing book in 2004. Remarks on PhD in Wordsworth’s Lucy 
poems, mention of Lewis Carroll, remarks on Wordsworth’s 
Ecclesiastical Sketches.  

00.29.30 Comments on texts taught in school, A level texts, texts taught at 
university, teaching Romantic, Victorian, modern material. 
Remarks on teaching Shakespeare, D. H. Lawrence in school, 
Hard Times (Charles Dickens).  

00.30.50 Remarks on enjoyment of reading and writing in leisure time, 
origins of interest in writing, writing at school. Comments on 
belonging to poetry group, producing poetry, revisiting material 
written at school, themes of own poetry, recording own dreams, 
link to Sigmund Freud. Remarks on writing prose, influence of 
James Joyce on own writing.  

00.33.10 Remarks on dipping into Ulysses, re-reading materials when 
teaching, not having much time for re-reading, preference to read 
new materials.  

00.33.40 Comments on reading with reading group, reading books would 
not have otherwise read, not having time to follow up authors. 
Comments on starting to attend reading group [third person 
makes comments in background], appeal of library book group 
over private group, remarks on current difficulties in accessing 
books because of library cuts. Remarks on nature of discussions 



at reading group, frustration with some discussions, preference 
for smaller groups.  

00.36.20 Remarks on wanting to read What Good are the Arts? (John 
Carey) at reading group after hearing Carey talk, book 
challenging set ideas of fiction/literature, rejection of idea. 
Comments on views of other reading group members, suspicion 
of experimental material. [Third person, ‘Angela’ comments on 
reading group members’ views, dismissal of genre fiction, 
psychological thrillers, set ideas of worthy literature, remarks on 
views of H is for Hawk (Helen Macdonald).] [Third person 
contributes intermittently from here.] Remarks on reading group 
views of The Narrow Road to the Deep North (Richard Flanagan), 
extreme nature of book themes. Remarks on preferred themes of 
reading group members, dislike of harrowing/war themes.  

00.41.40 Interviewee and third person discuss shared reading tastes, 
conversations about books, disagreements about books.  

00.42.40 Remarks on page turners, interest in detective fiction, C. J. 
Sansom, Ruth Rendell, Barbara Vine, enjoyment of genre fiction. 
Comments on perceptions of genre fiction deriving from teaching 
in literature.  

00.43.30 Comments on changes to literary theories, relationships with 
teaching colleagues, rifts over changes to theories.   

00.44.40 Further comments on views of F. R. Leavis, changing views on 
Leavis [brief conversation about interviewer’s job]. Further 
comments on views of Leavis, changing ideas on what makes 
good literature.  

00.47.40 Remarks on daughter’s reading habits, daughter’s work as 
museum curator, son’s financial interests. Comments on reading 
to children, Enid Blyton. Remarks on grandchildren, 
grandchildren’s reading interests, entering competition with 
Putney Arts Theatre with grandson.  

00.50.00 Comments on activities to do with reading/literature in Putney 
area, link to university, artistic people living in Putney/Richmond 
areas. Remarks on residents’ association, other activities in area, 
choir.  

00.52.00 Remarks on local libraries, Putney, Roehampton, not regularly 
taking books out of library, receiving books from library for 
reading group, not buying books, browsing antiquarian book 
shops, never getting rid of books.  

00.53.30 Comments on receiving books as presents, further comments on 
Rupert annuals.  

00.54.00 Remarks on process of choosing books to read, reading reviews 
in The Guardian, The Observer, The Times. Comments on influence 
of prizewinning books, reading books shortlisted for prizes in 
reading group, involvement of reading group in Booker selection 
process, discussing shortlisted books, going to hear authors talk, 
getting books signed. Remarks on process of choosing 
prizewinning books, selection panels.  

00.56.50 Comments on speed/style of writing, liking to read every word, 
needing to go over material again, interest in form and style. 
Remarks on sometimes persevering with books not in preferred 
style.  

00.57.50 Remarks on interest in crime fiction, watching crime fiction on 
TV, lack of interest in science fiction, further mention of H. G. 



Wells. Mention of Jules Verne, The War of the Worlds, The 
Invisible Man (H. G. Wells).  

00.58.40 Remarks on Ursula Le Guin, The Left Hand of Darkness. 
Interviewer mention of Earthsea, Ursula Le Guin short stories. 
Further general comments on science fiction, feeling that 
anybody could write science fiction, reading group members 
viewing science fiction as ‘below’ group.  

01.01.10 Comments on interest in poetry, T. S. Eliot, Alfred, Lord 
Tennyson, Wordsworth. Remarks on first encountering Eliot, 
Ezra Pound at school, reasons for liking Eliot, commanding 
nature of material, control of language. Remarks on teaching T. S. 
Eliot at school, Prufrock, The Waste Land. Comments on language 
conveying feeling in Tennyson, quotes from Tennyson, emotional 
response to Tennyson. Comments on detachment from material 
when teaching, analysing poems rather than feelings.  

01.03.50 Remarks on spending time in Vancouver (1988-1989), 
differences of teaching in Canada, approaches to students in 
Canada.  

01.06.50 Comments on private teaching on return from Canada. Third 
person comments on sitting in on interviewee’s classes in 
Canada, disagreements about teaching style. Remarks on 
students writing reports on teachers in Canada, different 
education systems in North America.  

01.10.10 Comments on meeting partner at London Polytechnic in 1980.  
01.10.50 Remarks on hobbies, creative writing, local history, music, 

gardening, travelling. Comments on places travelled to, reading 
when travelling, reading in bed, by pool on holiday, taking more 
books than clothes on holiday.  

01.11.50 Comments on ‘holiday reading’, preference for lighter material 
on holiday.  

01.12.20 Remarks on not reading on Kindle, liking smell of physical books. 
Comments on sentimental copies of books, signed copies, 
collection of Wordsworth first editions.  

01.13.20 Remarks on keeping books by bed, reading in morning, reading 
newspapers at night, not reading more than one book at a time.  

01.14.00 Comments on enjoying all books, always finishing books, 
enjoyment of all aspects of life, liking most reading group books.  

01.15.30 Interviewer goes through plans for next interview.  
01.16.00 Remarks on significant authors in life, Wordsworth, Chaucer, 

William Blake, Romantic writers, Tennyson, A. E. Housman, Ezra 
Pound. Comments on interest in Shakespeare, remarks on 
sonnets, comedies, tragedies.  

01.18.30 Remarks on books ‘should’ have read, War and Peace (Leo 
Tolstoy), Marcel Proust, Tristram Shandy (Laurence Sterne).  

01.19.20 Further comments on experimental authors, remarks on Ulysses, 
learning about life, humour of experimental novels, laughing at 
Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, comments on Samuel Beckett.  

01.20.40 Remarks on going to theatre, going to Putney Arts Theatre, 
seeing Private Lives (Noel Coward), Pride and Prejudice (Jane 
Austen), going to West End, seeing The Curious Incident of the 
Dog in the Night-time (Mark Haddon), remarks on staging of 
performance, good representation of book. General comments on 
dramatisation of books.  

01.23.39 END 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  
 
 
 
 
 


